
Memo No.SFAlP-68/MM Regn/LII Dated at Kol-12 the 1,...12.2015

In pursuance of CO Memo No.SFA/P-68/XXII dated 27.072015, the following orders of the competent authority
regarding temporary & officiating promotion/ transfer/posting of the following PS Gr.B officers to JTS Gr.A cadre in the pay scale
of Rs. 15,600-39,100 (PB 3) with GP of Rs. 5400/- for a maximum period 11 months/retirement or till regular incumbent
joins whichever is earlier are issued to have immediate effect.

SI Name of the officer Present posting Posted/Allotted on promotion Remarks
No Sri ISm!.
1 Ranjit Halder SRM(M&TD), Offg. SSRM, Kolkata RMS Ovn Vice Sri S. Bala

Kolkata RMS Dvn transferred

The above officer who is promoted to JTS of IPS Gr.A in the pay band of RS.15600-39100/- (PB-3) with grade pay of
RS.5400/- is given to understand that his promotion to JTS of IPS Gr.A is purely on temporary and offg. basis for a maximum
period of 11 months, retirement or till joining of the regular incumbent whichever is earlier and will not confer upon him any right
or claim for regular absorption. The service rendered will not count for the purpose of fixation of seniority or continuance in the
grade. This officiating arrangement will automatically cease after 11 months / from the date of superannuation of the officer or till
joining of the regular incumbent whichever is earlier.

3 The officer should positively relieve himself fro_mthe promotional post on the date of completion of 11 months
from the date of assumption of charge of the promotional post and send a copy of relinquishing charge report to this
office.

4. The post against which the above officer has been promoted/appointed/transferred to JTS of IPS Gr.A is included in
STS of IPS Gr.A and will stand interchanged to JTS of IPS Gr.A till regular promoted/appointed STS officer is posted where the
said post will stand interchanged back to STS of IPS Gr.A.

5. A declaration to the effect that "No criminal case is pending against him" should be obtained from the officer
before giving effect of the promotion order

6. Relevant charge reports should be sent to all concerned
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Asstt. Directorof PostalServices(Staff& E & PN)
WB Circle, Kolkata-700012

Copyto:
1. TheDGPosts,OakBhawan,NewDelhi-110001.
2. TheGM(PA&F)WBPostalCircle,Kolkata-12.
3. The SSRM,KolkataRMSDvn.
4. syS to CPMG/PSto PMG(M&BD)/AD(OL)/PAto DPS(HQ),CO,Kol-12.

v:-rhe ADPS(TO),CO,Kol-12for uploadingit in the Departmentalwebsite.
5. Theofficerconcerned.
6. PFof the officer.
7. Spare.
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Asstt. Directorof Postal Services(Staff& E & PN)

WB Circle,Kolkata-700012


